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MECUM DRAFT
the Italian-style notebook with a story inside...
A notebook with the characteristic bodonian binding.

...great passion for ecology...

...that takes you into the future!
MECUMdraft offers innovative customisation options. 

10 cm

16 cm

30% more space
compared 
to traditional 
notebooks

completely 
flat 
opening

penholder
bookmark 
with calendar

inside pocket 

100% Ecolabel 
certified recycled paper

Ricuoio cover: 
100% recycled leather

ARBOS srl - Solagna (VI)
tel +39 0424 558110

commerciale@arbos.it  - www.arbos.it

K04
pcs 10 
ean 8011040000006

K04R
pcs 10 
ean 8011040100003
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A5

A5

A6

A4

The designer Caroline Bourles has taken this fascinating material 
recycled leather (ricuoio®) to create a truly refined product.
The colour is enhanced by the screen printing, while the hot engraving 
intensifies the already warm and rough-textured feel of the surface.
Books with elegant bodonian binding have a pleasantly fresh, natural 
feel to them. 

L25  
book A4 
pcs 4 
ean 8012250000008 

L26  
book A5  
pcs 8 
ean 8012250000005

L27  
book A6
pcs 12 
ean 8012270000002  

 COLLECTION

LEAVES

ARBOS srl - Solagna (VI)
tel +39 0424 558110

commerciale@arbos.it  - www.arbos.it



A4

A5

A6

“Colours are the universal language of the soul” wrote Wassili Kandisky.
Every notebook is like a conversation between complementary shades: 
involving the colours of the cover, of the print content, and of the straw-
paper insert between the two ruled sections. 
A special feature is the double-faced cover, showing the name of the 
colour in both Italian and English. 

20160103  
spiral notepad A6
pcs 20 
ean 8020160103009 

20160102 
spiral notepad A5
pcs 20 
ean 8020160102002  

20160101 
spiral notepad A4
pcs 10 
ean 8020160101005 

 COLLECTION

KROMA

ARBOS srl - Solagna (VI)
tel +39 0424 558110

commerciale@arbos.it  - www.arbos.it

Small copy-books measuring 12x17 cm 
also form part of this collection

W033
pcs 40

ean 2303300000007201
6

new
s



copy-book A5
pcs 20

Ruled format B, 
for the 3rd year 
in Elementary 
School

    COLLECTION

”QUADERNI APERTI”

ARBOS srl - Solagna (VI)
tel +39 0424 558110

commerciale@arbos.it  - www.arbos.it

Arbos presents the first four editions of a line of copy-books which contain 
an insert of texts and drawings from school copy-books of the past; they 
each cover a single decade and date from the late 19th century to the 
present day. These are copy-books to write in and to collect, which take 
us back in time and show us how children - in their simple, direct way - 
have always sought to describe the world in which they live.

www.quaderniaperti.it

W043

THE 1960s
ean 2304300000004

W042

THE 1970s
ean 2304200000005

W041

THE 1980s
ean 2304100000006

W040

THE 1990s
ean 2304000000007
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Do you remember when you were a child?

* The insert is only in Italian.


